STP-5 IMAP Program Library Change Log

Updates to the Program Library are represented in reverse-chronological order. If a document is revised, the latest revision will be indicated via highlighting.

August 30, 2017: *Explorers & Heliophysics Projects Division (EHPD) Mission Assurance Requirements for Class B Missions* updated in Program Specific Documents item 15. This replaces the draft version of this document.

August 18, 2017: *Guidelines and Criteria for the Phase A Concept Study (Draft)* posted in Program Specific Documents item 7. This replaces the example from Heliophysics Explorer with the guidelines for IMAP.


August 15, 2017:
- In the NFS section, NFS 1834.2 corrected to NFS 1852.234-2.

July 31, 2017: *IMAP AO Significant Changes from Draft AO* document posted in Program Specific Documents item 16.

July 14, 2017
- 2017-STP5-IMAP-AO-Tables.V5.xls posted as an update to Program Specific Documents item “13. Microsoft Excel version of the template tables in the AO”. In Tables B3a and B3b, corrected WBS Element column text as related to Student Collaboration Incentive.

June 19, 2017:
- “Explorers & Heliophysics Projects Division (EHPD) Mission Assurance Requirements for Class B Missions” draft document posted in Program Specific Documents item 15.
- Under the “Additional NASA and Federal Documents” section, a link was provided to NASA/SP-2016-6105 Rev 2, NASA Systems Engineering Handbook.
- Under the “Additional NASA and Federal Documents” section, the following references were added:
  - NPR 8000.4A Agency Risk Management Procedural Requirements
May 22, 2017: A note was added under Program Specific Documents item “7. Guidelines and Criteria for the Phase A Concept Study (Example from Heliophysics Explorer)”.


April 7, 2017: Initial Program Library released with Draft AO release.